UPCOMING HARVARD SPORTS

Football: Saturday, September 19 @ Rhode Island 1 P.M. Radio: 95.3 FM WHRB
W Volleyball: Tuesday, September 15 7:00 P.M. vs. New Hampshire
Friday, September 18 vs. Connecticut 6:00 P.M.
W Soccer: Thursday, September 17 vs. New Hampshire 7:00 P.M.
M Tennis: Friday, September 18 vs. Ivy Plus Tournament @ Princeton, New Jersey TBA
W Tennis: Friday, September 18 Harvard Fall Classic TBA
Field Hockey: Friday, September 18 @ Northeastern 5:00 P.M.
Sailing: Saturday, September 19 vs. Nevins Trophy @ U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
W Rugby: Saturday, September 19 vs. Yale 12:00 P.M.
M Water Polo: Saturday, September 19 vs. Brown 2:30 P.M.
Saturday, September 19 vs. Connecticut College 6:00 P.M.

Classes You Should Really Be Taking

Couldn’t figure out how to sign up for your favorite courses on my.harvard? Or already unhappy with your choices? The Hare Today has you covered with some classes to sign up for during add/drop!

Science and Eating
Science and Cooking may sound cool, but you really have no idea how you’re supposed to apply any of what you learned if there’s only one kitchen in all of Lev. Instead, take this new Gen Ed course that will teach you about the science behind all the HUDS food and late night Kong that you’re ingesting!

Money, Markets, and Immorality
Didn’t make it past the lottery for Money, Markets, and Morals and don’t know how else to fulfill that Ethical Reasoning Gen Ed? Look no further than the exact opposite of the original class. Sure, it might not be quite what you wanted, but maybe it will be just the preparation you need before your inevitable future career in finance.

SLS 200
If huge freshman lectures are no longer your thing, we recommend taking what sounds like an advanced, grad-school-level course instead of the typical SLS 20. Even though the course material is probably the same, it will look especially impressive on your transcript.
After a long, relaxing summer, Geraldine O’Shea (‘16) returned to Leverett House expecting to move into a new room, complete with a hot tub, home theater, and bowling alley in a freshly renovated G-Tower. “After McKinlock got renovated, I saw all those people working on Dunster, and I just assumed that they were going to work on the towers over summer break,” explains O’Shea. “It made sense that after the success of new McKinlock, they wouldn’t leave the towers without hot tubs.” Elise McPherson (‘18) was also disappointed: “I was bragging to all my friends in Mather that I was going to be in a brand new building with a life-size statue of Bugs Bunny made of solid gold. Now, I have to listen to them all say that Mather really isn’t that far away from the yard.” McPherson, who spent time on campus during the summer, adds, “with all that construction they were doing this summer, from Mount Auburn Street all the way to Dunster, it’s amazing they didn’t put in the statue, even by accident.” Other residents interviewed by The Hare Today expressed disappointment that the towers haven’t gained additional amenities, with a new laser tag venue, helicopter pad, aquarium, and indoor roller coaster topping the list of desired additions. One student, who wished to remain anonymous because he is too embarrassed to reveal himself, says that the new amenities formed the basis of his decision to transfer to Leverett. “I used to be in Kirkland, which was fine, I guess. But when I heard that I could play laser tag and visit an aquarium whenever I wanted in Leverett, I just had to transfer and live in the towers. I even convinced one of my blockmates to join me.” After settling in and experiencing their first couple weeks in Leverett House, these disgruntled undergraduates soon learned that hot tubs and home theaters are not the reasons we all love living here. “At first, it was about the hot tubs, now it is about monkey bread and Bandit” says O’Shea after declaring she will eat nothing but monkey bread and play with corgis for the rest of her life. O’Shea adds, “Leverett is the best, no wonder there are so many people from Kirkland.”